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ABSTRACT 

This study is penetrating the impact of promotional expenditure on profitability in banking sector of Pakistan. It includes 

five years data regarding banking sector.Withthe help of econometric method I have used the Regression model and with 

the help of regression model the impact of promotion expenditure on profitability is scrutinized. 110 samples havebeen 

used to execute the model.This declares that Expenditure is having a positive impact on profitability which means as we 

enhance the Promotional Expenditure, it increases the Profitability. 
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1. Introduction 

The Global Banking Industry observed the financial crises worldwide and many countries faced gigantic downfall in the 

earnings reported by several banks.This declining position of the banks recital showed an indication of the overall Banking 

Industry crises and downfall which consequently had unfavourable outcomes on the economy on the whole.So this is the 

reason due to which the research and Banking studies, courses are gaining attention of the industry so that the banking 

industry can develop, enhance its performance and survive through the ups and downs of the financial markets. Nowadays 

the banking industry is moving towards new techniques by engaging into different seminars, workshops and training 

programmes which is also giving the banks an edge over each other. 
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Economicallythe performances across over boundaries are a marvel as compared to the ancient business techniques. The 

current business world, the upcoming needs, parameters and globalization have recommended banks to offer business and 

fulfil the needs of the customers round the clock and globally irrespective of the fact that the vivacitydamage could be huge 

in statistics. So whatever the situation is, together these mechanisms have asignificantcollision on banks execution and 

client dealing end worldwide. Advertising and promotional overheads have been aconstructiveforce for the enhancement of 

organizations in a broadrange of business stroll. Growth is the dynamic way in which an association tries to meet its 

customers’ needs. This is achieved through the five packages of the innovationblend which are as follows: 

 Pushing 

 Competitiontactics development 

  Precise offering 

  Announcing in public 

 Touchy display place.  

Then later on ATM’s were introduced and other remarkable innovations which concentrated the liability of control and 

varied diversified transactions.Promotional expenses have a huge collision on the Banking Industry; they need to be 

promoted in a distinct way keeping in mind the features of the business, the gibbet for debate between the cooperation and 

its rivals. In vault alignments the promotional expenses can be used decoy provisions, market place progression and make 

alleged compensation. With this approach the adroit use of the process of promotional expenses ought to be definitely in 

relation with the running of these organizations. In this paradigm there is enthral designed for modification followed by 

recent provisions through progression and can be used as a fountainhead of faith to gain revenues in the future.Evidently 

when there is hope of ample of trust then more consumers can be attracted towards the dealing of credit stuff. So when 

there is the collision of theseactions with that of promotional expenses then liabilities arises, this also affects the business 

financial cooperation. 

There was only the transformation of raw material and food stuff that was taking place at the localities which are now part 

of Pakistan. On the whole no matter what raw material was being produced was coming from Pakistan without any proper 

business setup. The localities now comprising Pakistan had an orderly setting of 487 banks. 

The financial plan of Pakistan has kept aside a budget for this work which has the probable hope of development .There is 

the potential for improvement in the economy of Pakistan as compared to other third world countries that are still 

developing. So due to weak financial management most of the opportunities are left unfulfilled and the potential goes in 

vain.The various input configuration modification initiated belatedly due to which the budgetary plan was not used at its 

full potential, for that proper financial management and the legitimate use of resources is needed.For instance banks need 

proper financial and profit management in the long run sustainability so for banks it is very crucial to maintain a balance 

between its revenues and expenses so that efficiency and proper usage of resources is achieved without incurring any 

losses. The maintenance of profit and management of expenses is achieved through recording books of accounts and check 

and balance of these recorded books. 
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1.1 Objective of the Study 

The purpose of this swot up is to scrutinize the evaluationof relationship among promotional expenditure and profitability. 

Furthermore to come across the amount of expenditure that can affect the profitability level and vice versa. 

1.2 Scope of the Study 

The span of thislearning is to evaluate revenue creation in the banking division with respect to the promotional expenditure 

and to scrutinize the level of sales generated profit in contrast with the amount spend on creating those sales. 

1.3 Research Statement 

Promotional expenditure impacts on profitability in Banking Sector. 

1.4 Hypothesis 

There is a positive impact of promotional expenditure on profitability. 

2. Literature Reviews 

Laroche et al (1986) gives his support to incomparable customs which should be brought into practice for the advancement 

of business. Advertisers are capable of looking into an apparent loom for giving the organization familiarity to certain 

extent than a prudent, belligerent approach. Zone arrangement, pace of the organization, capacity and sociability of bank 

exertion influence are like wisely the most critical centres with most stunning eminence in supervising a proofed 

organization. 

Meidan (1996) in the midst of progressing vivacity of the financial segment; heaviness is uplifting in favour of further 

appropriate publicity group from monetary business. In spite of the shortly happening subsidence’s, money related 

organizations distribution will be posing as per schedule progress the degree to facilitate yields, income and every one 

along these lines, has a restrained effect taking place the mixed encompassing the whole financial system. Consequently, 

around this period they have been improving to the finest related promotional practices and machination within economic 

business. 

According to Robinson (1933) supports with the intention of telling that push affect be an evident and standard on behalf of 

up to date day business functions. An individual is capable of having an understanding of the publishing communication, 

while having quick look by the television probing journal, snooping at radio, searching the web, or basically while going 

through the track, as observation has a reviving upshot scheduled reaching the consumer in a better way. This epic crush 

forward of ads from all the possible and available resources is mainly the input level to accomplish the recommendation of 

endorsing professionals to ground at too countless with the yearning that their thing may fit in the flawless arrangement. 

The element of this accumulation mode of communication in making a check and balance duly, readdressing the door and 

subsequently escalating route of achievement, forfeit and proceeds of the acquaintanceship and realising contact with the 

business cycle has been highlighted at distinguishing rationale of point in time by work of fiction avow. 

Verdon (1968) analysed the supposition effects of advertisement costs has been a radically discussed focal point and 

considered above by and large at noteworthy point of time. Whereas further discussing the relationship between publicizing 

and total investment recognized that promotion has a constructive association with summative premium. 
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Ekelund (1969) created a split up beat in the association connecting publicity spending and sum of managing; however the 

possibly will not make any constructive relationship stuck between the two variables. 

Likewise, Taylor (1972) well thought-out the relationship flanked by broadcasting exploit and cumulative make use of the 

research of “Houtakker-Taylor model” and illustrated to facilitate approaching collision, unparalleled procedure with 

rapport among publicity and custom aren’t recognized without any direction however they are in line.  

Jagpal (1981) even though information that is validating “multiproduct publicizing blueprints model” to a trade bank 

authorized with the intention of radio approaching was discreetly insufficient in reinstating proposals of combined yield. 

Nonetheless McKenzie et al (1990) gave the statement to facilitate exceeding proposition depicts time constrained superior 

returns from one to four family contracts giving them consumption as being equivalent to roam in risky form of business 

group theory, disembark development, along with company chattels that can create constructive bang scheduled firms 

value; unlike speculation since pro consequence of limited time organizations. The origin with respect to  defaulting or 

speculating fine constantly remains in service organization implementation; to facilitate the aggravated in notice to cash 

known fundamentals on report of the evolution of the theoretical works and a hefty package of these hypothesis are 

booming. All over the state, approval in excellence charge and strife from economy magnitude for approaching enclose 

prominence as an interchange channel for the general public enterprise finance, for example money display case variable 

which might make a building block to area into a particular impart funds industry. Taking place differing the occasion 

constraints utilization have furthermore components that build the distinction helpful and unsuccessful, which has been 

recognized as a tool that may possibly exist through innovative economy, have not been unambiguously illustrious. 

Erickson et al (1992) examined an extent towards research and development and approaching use of resources generate a 

comparatively engaging point that permits organizations to attain more than the usual profits that they generally achieve. In 

the rouse of domineering for covertly organization precise variables and the feedback between flexible utilizations and 

output, their dismemberment recommends an "adequately lower accounting and securities employment profits to Research 

and Development and approaching employment opportunities. Reliant upon the lucrative business area theory that lately 

unlooked for alteration in variables may also affect the stock takings, Regressed the test out of unforeseen Research and 

Development and approaching use and twelve-month pretence variables that have power over intricacy adjacent to stock 

takings. The unexpected elements regarding deployment was taken with respect to skid provisions of the second-

solicitation vector auto drift. They went through the coefficients in cooperation use to be prominently affirmative, 

indicative of an accurately vital affirmative outcome of this deployment on stock returns. E and J struggled that the 

organizations that have elevated proceeds will likewise contain superior supply proceeds.  The approach shows the 

affiliation of stock returns with broadcasting and Research plus Development utilization; otherwise a few incidence 

elements may possibly be a baseless companionship showing a joint relationship with firms profit implementation." They 

gave an evidence for that within incite of managing for the effects of firm profits by merging the unexpected level of 

advantage during relapse assessment. Contact shows crucial manufacture within edifying restrain with respect to the 

representation. 
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According Chauvin (1993) the initiation during the collection in prudence returns is not time inhibited with consumption, 

but may be specific firms which fundamentally are represented by modification in assortment combination be further 

committed in the direction of sliding doors then the opponent. 

According to Leach’s (1996) examination achievement of approaching available bequeath and indentation by means of 

variation of the” Koyack Distributed Lag model”. Furthermore results pertaining the “Granger causality test” illustrates the 

approaching charges initiate engagements even if pacts do not coincide at the similar instance then they have a justification 

for the reason of promotion. 

While Blumental (1998) supposed that Advertising is any remunerated signal of communiqué in relation to some 

cooperation, item, company or the mind-set of a renowned devotee and the component of promotion surrounded by any 

financial system can never be measured. Promotion its evolution is an elementary component of the society that we are 

living in; creating an association between the targeted customers and the responding customers and achieving a mix 

between them generating profitable relationship among them with respect to the investment made on them. Making it 

public basically tells us the overall financing the total of the financing for trade vicinity screen TV and give or takes half of 

the financing for undemonstrative HQ TV.  

Dawes (2000) considered to facilitate the financial stranglehold is realizing that their protected evolution traditions are 

inadequate pro innovative venture setting, as the intense customers leaving abruptly within the part get better. Usually, 

Banks encompass to find an edge through everybody inside the meeting, nevertheless afterwards scrutinize and 

recommends to facilitate Banks might as well anticipate towards categorizing as well as offering mini packages. 

According to Hassan (2000) he used an instant technical articulations assessment to follow a line of investigation which can 

highlight the collision of exceptional expenses on the implementation and possession probability organization of conjecture 

prop up and tribute alliance. The end result shows that the connection between unusual consumption and implementation as 

calculated by profit for risk is not crucial. The caption of the bang on progression on the return on assets was revealed 

towards existence being pessimistic. The central aim, when the advantage for possession is crumbled into un-capitalized 

return on asset and enterprise return on the possession; showed momentous as well as affirmative association to subsist 

between NROA and extraordinary consumption. 

Elliot (2001) exposed that making public has an enormous optimistic effect on victuals industry negotiation and this 

connection between pushing exploitation and arrangements have the entire reserves of being and firm.  

Pagan (2001) was determined the level-headedness close to the whereabouts using bi variant “ Vector Auto Regression 

“demonstration and proved to facilitate single possibility that elongates in making public exploit timely elevates as a part of 

the offer of orange by means of solitary monthly sagging. Additionally it exposed to facilitate the force of making public 

consumption on grape sustenance developed from the foundation; is more on time and next to a big road. While 

discovering the connection between an association’s approaching exploitation agreement, all in the order of the sinking 

terms. 

As Kamber (2002) acknowledged that measurable relationship connecting promotion consumption and engagements, even 

in revive of domineering miscellaneous variables, for example, organization measure and earlier period deals enhancement, 
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et cetera. The relationship amid promotion is used at widespread by means of US statistics on publishing utilization, precise 

usage and set out of pay.  

Busari (2002) scrutinized with the aim of trade here with media like published media (newspapers, magazines, assertions, 

flyers) or demonstrations like (radio, TV) normally symbolize pictures, offers, information about everything now and then 

happening all over the world. Transmitting a note of course comprises of resonance and motion picture with the purpose 

running for the duration of fifteen seconds supplementary inflated portion supposed headed for informative commercials 

with the duration of thirty to sixty minutes with particular indication of time. 

Quintana (2003) saw the sights that banks have been encountering several assessment programs round the globe where they 

deal with security issues regarding the pictures and personal details and documentation. Furthermore all the individual 

banks comprise of different techniques to upgrade and revolutionize the prospective customer’s expectation. Banks have 

amazingly intrusive attachment effective presently nationwide. Nowadays banks are more cooperative with their customers 

and this practice is seen around the globe. Managers are given the responsibility of pleasing their customers and this is 

included in their targeted achievement. 

Kotler et al (2003) classify operational sponsorship that may respectively subsist obtainable through the banking business, 

for example customer stock up is set throughout unbiased parties in the vein of vendor and broker. Indoor bank have 

sources that are presented time and again for unparalleled implementation. Several banks currently propose reimbursements 

for accumulating engagement goals or assorted catalysts, for example confronting, complimentary store proceedings. 

Evolution encourages competition; an arrangement turning buyers who are in focus to exchange bank relatively, instead of 

a whole new deal of the books. Communal associations is constructing exceptional relationship with the links distinct 

community via protecting their grand prologue, impelling company image in addition to trading through or taking off 

inauspicious spot to talk, narrative events. 

As Czinkota (2004) supposed that promotional expenditure is to the point way a companyattempts to convince the 

community which takes place through five elements of progressionblendwhich connects mutually like 

 Making public 

 Courses of action development 

  Free contribution 

 Pushing 

 Touchy showcasing. 

Raman (2006) surveyed to facilitate to creating a knowhow for connecting with the banks and getting its services in 

addition to gratifying the customers. Maintenance of cash at bank and creating change in practices enlighten ways towards 

the direction building up the structure of camaraderie. Unique collection is remarkably critical intended for financial 

association business, so as to create an association with the bank so that they could spotlight on creating sociable relations 
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with the consumers. There are certain testing procedures of the banks through which they can do the upgrading of their 

systems and forming an atmosphere where there is customer satisfaction and where customer comes first. 

Cox (2007) measuredin the direction ofsmoothing the growth ofhassle-freeconstituent sequencethat have to controlthe 

entirearrangementin collaborationby means of selecting the rightlychosenclients; combining step by step maintenance of 

connectionin any way where the guarantoracquires the attention of a sole customer and focuses independently.This shows 

that the guarantors are at risky business with the banks.Duringmoneyillustriousrelationships individuals are given full 

knowledge regarding the investment issues and other related problems like basic made an about safekeeping, 

documentation and defaulting to pay off loans etc. Later in 1969 bank provisions stretched awayfurther eighty times while 

anoverduewinding up into the public sector of banks encounterso as tocreate an associationwith the seller be distinguished 

and unquestionably trusted; in contributingriskypossessions. Monetary dealing is considered a risky matter for banks 

because they have to directly deal with the customer’s money and also provide them with the details of the investment 

made and the profit and loss attached with it.Currently there are many progressions made with the financial dealings of 

banks but still there is always a factor of risk attached with it. 

As Sundarsan (2007) appraisedroundness of approaching on recommendation of minute and huge organizations 

andinternational firms. Grading illustratespromotionhavepretentiouscontract,followed byanother timecomparativeadequacy 

be never equivalent for allengagements of firms. No exemption to the money is given and the related effects of 

broadcasting cost on engagements pay. Different studies have verifieddivergence comes to realization. In any case, by and 

large, greater part of the studies has leadtowards an affirmativeconnectionflanked by two of them. The outsized part of the 

studies has used game plan time data to get the entirecontract effects of approaching on schedule. In any case, it is 

noteworthy to know effects of publicizing consumptions on deals wage for Indian corporate part. 

3. Methodology 

This study is based on the impact of advertising and promotingexpenses on revenue, in order to reach targeted financial 

data from principal banks from their authorized websites from the year 2013-2017. Discoveringcollision of advertising and 

promoting expenses on earnings or sales income of a firm; the research method that I have used is the Regression Model. 

3.1. Research Model Used 

Regression model is a set of technical and statistical processes to estimate the relationship between one or more variables. 

This model shows how the dependant variable changes with respect to the independent variable; keeping other independent 

variables constant. It is also used to conjecture causal relationship between the two or more variables. 

Pearson et al (1901) became initially the one to grip the issue of traditionalismheaded for variable X plus Y 

evaluationbungle. Furthermore Pearson looked into for reaction of thisconcern, as the "major centre aim" for 

spherestatistics. Demarcation happening from X in addition to Y iscontradictory. 

Kermack et al (1950) shortly illustrated, whilst component from unitsX in addition to Y, (which was not possible) that the 

crucial centre point unambiguouslyacknowledged: the tendency didn’tmodify, and change (even in the wake of an 

amending for the new turn), if the scale; projected the use of "diminished major turn”. Where X and Y are changed into 

organized variables. For systematized variables, mean = 0 and standard deviation = 1.  
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York et al (1966) came up with a technique for weighted data centres X and Y, where one can discovery anisolated stream; 

as there are doubts aboutthe two estimations. He called cubic meters for each square structure. In view of the fact that it 

needs the corollary of a technicalassertion to expose the slope of the regression line, in light of the fact that this accelerates 

up a cubic assessment. 

  ExpPubEBIT _*
 

 

EBIT                 Earnings Before Interest & Taxes (Dependent Variable) 

 Intercept 

 Slope of the function 

Pub_ExpPublicity Expense (Independent Variable) 

               Error term 

a. Type of Research 

i. Differential Research 

In Differential research I have observed that when two or more groups that are distinguished on the basis of some variables 

that already exist.There are some group differences that exist since the research study was conducted and became (non-

manipulated) independent variables. This research method is theoretically in resemblance with the correlation research. The 

resemblance indicates that there aresimilarall-purpose principles that are being used in deducing results from these two 

methods. It includes cohort effect of shared life experiences that result in a group behaving similarly.  

3.2. Data Collection Method 

Theswot up is based on secondary data which is gathered from the certified websites of different banks. This data is 

collected from the financial statement of these banks from the years 2013-2017. 

4. Data Analysis 

Least squares is a statistical technique used to determine a line of best fit by reducing the sum of squares formed by a 

scientific function. A "square" is determined by squaring the distance between a data point and the regression line. The 

least squares method limits the distance between a function and the data points that a function is trying to describe. It is 

used in regression analysis, frequently in nonlinear regression model in which a curve is fit into a set of data. 
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Table No 1    Panel Least Square 

     
     Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.   

     
     PUBEXP 20.85324 1.940867 10.74429 0.0000 

C 3865215. 1133789. 3.409114 0.0009 

     
     R-squared 0.516648     Mean dependent var 10746865 

Adjusted R-squared 0.512173     S.D. dependent var 14048441 

S.E. of regression 9812082.     Akaike info criterion 35.05414 

Sum squared resid 1.04E+16     Schwarz criterion 35.10324 

Log likelihood -1925.978     Hannan-Quinn criter. 35.07406 

F-statistic 115.4398     Durbin-Watson stat 0.747438 

Prob(F-statistic) 0.000000    

 

Above table shows that EBIT and Public Expense has significant impact. R Square is 0.516 i.e. (51.6%) which shows that 

the independent variable (Publicity Expense) explains the variation of 51.6% in EBIT. Moreover, the difference between R 

square and adjusted R square is 0.4% which is lesser than 5%, thus it shows no sample error. Durbin-Watson stat is less 

than 2 which indicates positive autocorrelation. 

Table No 2    Fixed Effect 

     
     Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.   

     
     PUBEXP 1.701105 2.667205 0.637786 0.5253 

C 10185494 1015637. 10.02868 0.0000 

     
      Effects Specification   

     
     Cross-section fixed (dummy variables)  

     
     R-squared 0.885764     Mean dependent var 10746865 

Adjusted R-squared 0.856877     S.D. dependent var 14048441 

S.E. of regression 5314758.     Akaike info criterion 33.99348 

Sum squared resid 2.46E+15     Schwarz criterion 34.55813 

Log likelihood -1846.642     Hannan-Quinn criter. 34.22251 

F-statistic 30.66274     Durbin-Watson stat 2.493642 

Prob(F-statistic) 0.000000    
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The relationship between the two variables is insignificant in fixed effect but the coefficient is positive in this case.  

Table No 3    Granger Causality Tests 

    
     Null Hypothesis: Obs F-Statistic Prob.  

    
     PUBEXP does not Granger Cause EBIT  66  2.78500 0.0696 

 EBIT does not Granger Cause PUBEXP  3.80110 0.0278 

 

Granger causality is a technique to examine causality among two variables in a time series. The process is 

a probabilistic account of causality, that one uses practical data sets to find arrays of correlation. Above table illustrated that 

dependent and independent variables shows Bi directional effect & both are affecting each other, which indicates that if 

EBIT increases with increase in publicity expense and vice versa.  

Table No 4    Descriptive Statistics 

 EBIT PUBEXP 

 Mean  10746865  330003.8 

 Maximum  60286238  3037033. 

 Minimum -8440503.  6384.000 

 Std. Dev.  14048441  484230.4 

 Observations  110  110 

 

The mean is the average of the numbers. The Mean of EBIT is 10746865 and Publicity Expense is 330003.8.The Maximum 

is the highest vale in data. The maximum value of EBIT is 60286238 and Publicity Expense is 3037033.The Minimum is 

the lowest value in data. The minimum value of EBIT is -8440503 and Publicity Expense is 6384.000.The standard 

deviation is an indicator that measures the dispersion of a dataset relative to its mean and is calculated as the square root of 

the variance. 

5. Recommendation 

Promotional expenditure has optimistic and momentous impact on the profitability of the banking sector of Pakistan as 

shown in the above research study. Certainly marketing has always played a vital role in gaining a competitive edge in the 

financial industry so I would recommend proper marketing budget should be maintained and promotions made through 

proper channels to attract the target customers as the same services are offered by several banks.I would suggest enhancing 

the duration of the study conducted as well as widening through adding the number of banks in the research performed and 

incorporating number of other economic factors like taxation and exchange rates etc.I will also recommend that we can 
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keep into consideration that in later studies we can take into account the association linking Islamic banking with global 

banking standards. In future there can be further research done keeping in mind the features that determine the foreign and 

domestic banking sector. 

6. Conclusion 

The learning from the above results demonstrates that the impact of Promotional expenditure on EBIT is affirmative and 

considerable at 1% significance level. After using Regression the value of R Square is 0.516 which indicates that the 

independent variable which is Publicity Expense describes the variation of 51.6% in EBIT, which is the dependent variable 

and the adjusted R Square is 16.3% which shows that the EBIT is 51.2% considerable with Publicity Expense. The P value 

is 0.000 which is less than 0.01 that’s why we have reached on this conclusion that the Publicity Expenditure is 

optimistically in collision with the profitability which means that the Promotional expenditure is directly proportional to the 

Profitability and vice versa. 
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